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Size and velocity distributions of droplets in an air-water horizontal pipe flow
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Abstract
We investigated the formation and entrainment of droplets occurring in gas-liquid horizontal pipe flows due to the
shear applied on the liquid layer by the faster gas stream. Detection and tracking of the droplets were performed by
processing the images obtained in the center of the pipe using a high-speed camera. We observed that the bag and
ligament break-up mechanisms are responsible for the liquid fragmentation. It also appears that the distributions
of sizes and velocities of the droplets are closely related. Notably, the distribution of droplet sizes can be retrieved
from the axial velocity distribution as a mixture of lognormal distributions.

Introduction
In several regimes of gas-liquid pipe flow (including wavy-stratified and annular flows), droplets formation is

induced by the shear applied on the liquid layer by the faster gas stream. This phenomenon is of interest in many
industrial processes, such as oil extraction, for it leads to an increase in the mass and momentum transfers between
the phases [1]. The knowledge of the characteristics of entrained droplets in the dispersed phase is a first step
towards a better understanding of the atomization and redeposition processes at the interface. We have therefore
investigated these characteristics for a horizontal air-water pipe flow. In this work, we will focus on the flow
regime where atomization occurs but the flow still remains stratified. The liquid layer flows at the bottom of the
pipe but displays large fluctuations of elevation corresponding to the passage of roll waves. This regime is usually
termed “wavy-stratified with atomization” (WSA). Though the entrainment of droplets has received considerable
attention in the subsequent regime, the annular flow, to our knowledge, no measurement is available up-to-now in
the literature for the WSA regime, in part because of the lower impact of droplets atomization and redeposition
on the pressure loss. The study of atomization in the WSA regime may however be very helpful to improve our
understanding of the mass and momentum transfers between the liquid and gas phases.

Materials and Methods
The experiments were performed for an air-water flow in a horizontal pipe (inner diameter 5cm, length 6.5m).

The different flow regimes occuring in this configuration were mapped out in the plane of the parameters (Ugs, Uls),
where Ugs is the superficial gas velocity and Uls the superficial liquid velocity. We investigated the wavy-stratified
regime with atomization in the range 0.06 < Uls < 0.13 m/s and 13 < Ugs < 17 m/s.

Measurements of the pressure loss were carried out using a differential pressure transducer between two pipe
sections located 4.5m-apart, for different values of Ugs and Uls. In parallel, a high-speed camera (250 images
per second) together with a telecentric lens were used to record the position of the air-liquid interface. Image
processing then provided the liquid layer thickness and the celerity of the roll waves.

The atomization process was investigated using a high-speed camera (6000 images per second). This had to be
associated to a 20-ns flash lamp to get motion-blur-free images (especially for the smallest droplets which are also
the fastest). The volume of observation is located in the center of the pipe at a distance of about 4 m from the pipe
entrance. In order to investigate a large range of drop sizes, we used two fields of view: length 15.4 mm, depth
of field 4 mm and resolution 15.02µm/pix; and length 8.6 mm, depth of field 2.3 mm and resolution 8.38µm/pix.
With the latter, droplets as small as 30µm in diameter could be measured. Image calibration and processing were
then used to discriminate between droplets present in the volume of observation and those which were out-of-
focus thanks to a gradient-based method [2] and to retrieve their equivalent diameter from their area in the image.
Together with the droplet detection program, a droplet tracking routine was developed using a multi-hypothesis
method [3] in order to follow the droplets along a sequence of images and to obtain their vertical and horizontal
velocities. Data obtained with the two different fields of view were merged in order to take into account both the
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smaller and the larger droplets in the distributions. All programs were implemented using Matlab and its Image
Processing Toolbox.

Figure 1. Primary atomization: upper figures: bag break-up; lower figures: ligament break-up.

Figure 2. Secondary atomization: impact of two droplets in the dispersed phase.

Atomization modes
It is generally assumed that entrainment of droplets principally originates from the top of the roll-waves trav-

elling at the gas-liquid interface [4]. This is confirmed by our visualisations. As illutrated in figure 1, video
recordings reveal that primary atomization mainly occurs through two mechanisms: bag- and ligament-breakup,
like in the case of a single drop [5], or that of a liquid jet sheared by a high-velocity coaxial gas stream [2]. In the
present case, however, the characteristic sizes of the ligaments and bags are broadly distributed, varying from a
few millimeters to a few centimeters. Furthermore, it was not possible to determine whether one atomisation mode
was predominant. It should also be noted that they are seldom occurring alone, and that entrainment of droplets
often results from complex liquid structures including both bags and ligaments. Moreover, we also observed that
secondary atomization due to collisions between drops (figure 2) is a frequent phenomenon that may have a greater
importance in the reduction of droplets sizes than previously considered∗. As a consequence, the range of sizes of
the droplets entrained by the gas phase is expected to be quite large.

Size and velocity distributions
The probability density functions of droplets sizes and velocities were obtained for a total number of droplets

ranging from 25.000 to 350.000 depending on the injection conditions. However, despite the large amount of
droplets considered, there is still some scatter in the data concerning the larger drops (> 1mm). Nevertheless, the
experimental distribution displays a heavy tail at large drop diameters (> 0.5mm), which represents the predom-
inant contribution to the mass of entrained droplets. It also appears clearly that the droplets size distribution is
more peaked and has a heavier tail at large drop diameters than the corresponding lognormal distribution (figure
3), which is commonly used for these applications, e.g. [6]. Hence, rare events (i.e. large drops) are more frequent
in the pipe than predicted by a lognormal law. This trend is even more pronounced when compared to a Rosin-
Rammler distribution, which was also often used in previous studies [1]. A better agreement can be achieved by
fitting the lognormal law on the experimental distribution of the volume (i.e. mass) carried by each class of droplets
diameters, but the contribution of very large drops is still underestimated.

Analysis of the time and distance needed for a drop to accelerate to a given velocity (based on a force balance
∗ On the other hand, coalescence phenomena were almost never observed, since the droplets concentration is relatively low in our experi-

ment. In other regimes where coalescence is more frequent (e.g. annular flows) [1], it leads to an increase of droplets sizes.
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Figure 3. Example of experimental distribution of droplets diameters compared to a lognormal fit, for injection
conditions Uls = 0.126 m/s and Ugs = 13 m/s.

Figure 4. Example of (a) axial velocity distribution and (b) vertical velocity distribution of droplets, compared to
a gaussian fit, for injection conditions Uls = 0.126 m/s and Ugs = 13 m/s.

on each droplet) reveals that the larger drops need a very long distance to reach the mean gas bulk velocity Ug .
In our experiment, where the observation section is located approximately 4m away from the pipe inlet, they can
therefore never be seen to travel at high velocities. On the contrary, smaller droplets which have low inertia quickly
reach the gas speed. As a consequence, the axial velocity distributions (figure 4.a) are asymmetric for all injection
conditions. They seem to be composed of two distinct contributions. The first is a gaussian contribution which
includes the small droplets whose velocities are distributed around Ug because of the turbulent velocity fluctuations
of the gas and of the liquid layer thickness variations. At low velocities, the distribution encompasses both large
drops (independently of their residence-time in the pipe) and small droplets which were freshly atomized and are
therefore still accelerating. Because of the latter contribution, the droplets mean axial velocity Vx is approximately
10% lower than the gas bulk velocity.

The distributions of vertical velocities of the droplets also display a non-gaussian behavior, as illustrated in
figure 4.b, the tails being again heavier than if the vertical velocities were distributed according to a normal law.
Owing to gravity, most of the droplets are settling (≈ 70%). Therefore, the peak of the distribution as well as the
mean vertical velocity are negative (respectively ≈ −0.5m/s and in between −0.1 and −0.2m/s depending on the
inlet conditions). However, it can be seen that the distributions are asymmetric, and that their tails are heavier for
the positive velocities. A detailed investigation of joint distributions of droplets sizes and velocities reveals that
this is a consequence of the ejection of droplets. When droplets are atomized, they can be thrown at high speed
towards the top of the pipe. Droplets that have large positive vertical velocities are therefore the youngest ones
and are still under the inertia of their ejection. They are also generally larger than the drops travelling downwards,
which have spent a longer time in the pipe. When considering only the drops moving with an axial velocity close
to that of the gas stream (i.e. the smallest ones which are highly influenced by turbulent fluctuations of the gas),
a symmetric distribution of the vertical velocities is observed. However, its peak still corresponds to a negative
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Figure 5. The distributions of droplets diameters by classes of axial velocities and the corresponding fits using a
lognormal law (Uls = 0.091 m/s and Ugs = 13 m/s).

velocity, and its tails are heavier than gaussian ones, decreasing like e−Vy rather than e−V
2

y .

Figure 6. Comparison of experimental data with (a) equation (1) and (b) equation (2), for injection conditions
Uls = 0.091 m/s and Ugs = 13 m/s.

Lognormal mixture model
A particularly interesting observation is the fact that the distributions of droplet diameters by classes of axial

velocity closely follow a lognormal law, although this is not the case for the total distribution of the sizes in the
spray as shown in figure 3. The distribution of diameters for five classes of axial velocity are presented figure 5.
For the smallest axial velocity, the distribution is broad and includes the largest drops as well as small droplets
freshly atomized and still accelerating. For larger axial velocities, the distribution becomes thinner and its peak
shifts towards lower diameters.

The observation of heavy-tailed distributions (for sand blown by wind) led Barndorff-Nielsen [7, 8] to intro-
duce the family of generalized (log-)hyperbolic distributions. One of their features is that the distribution of ln d
can be interpreted as a mixture of lognormal distributions which share the property that their mean ln d and vari-
ance σ2 are related by

ln d = µ+ βσ2 (1)

where µ is a position parameter corresponding to the mean diameter logarithm of a distribution whose variance is
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zero (i.e. a monodisperse distribution) and β is a drift parameter. Each lognormal distribution is the conditional
probability of ln d given σ2and the variances σ2 are themselves distributed according to a specific law which deter-
mines the type of generalized (log-)hyperbolic distribution. One can therefore wonder whether in our configuration
the total distribution of droplet sizes in the spray could be retrieved using this model.

As shown in figure 6.a, equation (1) is reasonably well verified in our configuration. Furthermore, figure 6.b
shows that the mean diameter logarithm ln d of each class of axial velocities also seems to be linearly related to
the median value of the class Vx by

ln(d/dej) = −(Vx − Vej)/V0 (2)

where dej represents the mean diameter of droplets at the ejection velocity Vej and V0 is a characteristic velocity.
From equations (1) and (2), it is possible to obtain the distribution of variances σ2. With a simple manipulation,

the corresponding relation can be written

σ2 =
Vmax − Vx

V∗
(3)

where Vmax = (ln dej − µ)V0 + Vej represents the limiting velocity of the droplets (for which the variance
becomes zero and the mean diameter logarithm is µ) and V∗ = β V0 has the dimension of a velocity.

The distribution of the variances of each class, f (σ2), is then deduced from equation (3) and from the measured
distribution of the droplets axial velocities. The pdf obtained using this method is compared to the experimental
one† in figure 7.a. Considering the scatter in the experimental data, the agreement is fairly good. However, f (σ2)
can hardly be described by a simple analytical law: it is closely related to the distribution of the axial velocities,
which we have seen to be a two-components distribution. We can notice that the effect of Vmax is to reverse the
pdf (compare figure 4.a and 7.a), while V∗ acts like a skewness parameter.

Figure 7. Comparison of (a) experimental data with equation (3) and (b) experimental pdf with the lognormal
mixture model, for injection conditions Uls = 0.091 m/s and Ugs = 13 m/s.

Once f (σ2) and the conditional probability of d given σ2 are known, the total distribution of the droplets
diameters in the spray, f (d), can be obtained by calculating [7, 8]

f (d) =
∫ σmax

0

1
dσ
√

2π
e
− 1

2σ2

(
ln d

d

)2

f (σ2) dσ2 with σ2
max =

Vmax − Vmin
V∗

. (4)

The lower bound Vmin is introduced here because the number of droplets travelling slowly in the axial direction
(<≈ 8m/s) is too small to ensure that equations (1) and (3) are still valid. The agreement between f (d) calculated
by equation (4) and the experimental pdf of the diameters is slightly less satisfactory when Vmin is not used.
However, depending on the injection conditions, only a few droplets (≈ 6 to 8%) have axial velocities smaller
than Vmin.
† The experimental pdf of σ2 is calculated by counting the number of droplets included in each class of axial velocities, normalized by the

total number of droplets measured.
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The comparison between f (d) calculated by equation (4) and the experimental pdf of the diameters is shown
in figure 7.b. The observed agreement is excellent for all injection conditions investigated. The distribution of the
volume carried by each class of droplets diameters deduced from f (d) also nicely fits our experimental data.

Hence using this model, the droplets size distribution in the spray can be retrieved from the distribution of their
axial velocities, provided the parameters Vmax, V∗, dej and V0 are known. Further analysis of the mechanisms of
atomization and of the transport of droplets by the gas stream should enable the prediction of these parameters as
a function of the pertinent properties of the gas-liquid flow.

Conclusion
High-speed camera recordings allowed us to identify the main atomization modes of droplets when gas and

liquid are flowing cocurrently in a horizontal pipe. Digital Image Processing was used to measure the characteris-
tics of the entrained droplets and to study statistically their distributions. The resulting drop sizes and velocities in
the spray are broadly distributed. One of the main conclusion of this work is that the sizes density functions of the
observed droplets are strongly dependent on the way they are carried by the gas stream. Moreover, large drops are
more frequently observed than predicted by the commonly used distribution laws (e.g. lognormal law). We have
also shown that the density function of droplets sizes could be deduced from that of their axial velocities, using a
lognormal mixture model. However, the axial velocity pdf and the parameters introduced in the model still need
to be correctly modeled. Therefore, efforts in the ongoing study will focus on the interaction between drops and
the carrier gas phase, as well as on the atomization processes, in order to be able to predict accurately the main
properties of the spray under given injection conditions.
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Nomenclature
d droplets diameter [mm]
dej mean diameter of droplets which axial velocity is null [mm]
f (X) probability density function of the random variable X
Uls liquid superficial velocity [m·s-1]
Ugs gas superficial velocity [m·s-1]
Ug mean gas bulk velocity [m·s-1]
Vmax maximum axial velocity of the droplets [m·s-1]
Vmin lower bound used for the integral (4) [m·s-1]
Vx droplets axial velocity [m·s-1]
Vy droplets vertical velocity [m·s-1]
β drift parameter
V0 slope of the line defined by equation (2) [m-1·s]
V∗ skewness parameter [m·s-1]
µ position parameter
X mean value of the variable X
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